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About
Thankyou
Thankyou is a social enterprise.
Our mission is to empower humanity
to choose a world without poverty.
We make great consumer products
and commit 100% of the profit to
help people in need.
To date (as at June 2018), we’ve
given over $5,508,599.53 to fund
access to water, toilets, safe births
and healthcare for over 758,568
people in need in 20 countries.
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The Thankyou New
Zealand Story
After nearly 10 years in Australia,
it was time to take Thankyou global.
We believed New Zealand was the
right first step.
New Zealand is a country renowned
for challenging the status quo and
batting above its weight in business,
entertainment, sport and well, lots of
things! But definitely in consumer
products and ideas. A lot of global
brands test ideas in New Zealand
and there are countless stories of
companies who’ve made ideas work
in New Zealand and then taken them
to the world.
As a social enterprise where 100%
of our profit is committed to help
end global poverty, we had to figure
out a way to raise funds to launch
in New Zealand. So, we ran a worldfirst crowd funding campaign selling
a book written by our co-founder
and MD, Daniel Flynn that shares the
highs and lows of starting a business

and all the lessons we learnt along
the way, we called it Chapter One.
It sold at a pay what you want price
and 100% of the profits from the sale
of Chapter One went into funding
‘Chapter Two’ the launch of Thankyou
into New Zealand and beyond.
For background, a best-selling book
in Australia sells 5,000 copies and
would be lucky to make $50,000. But
because Kiwis and Aussies backed the
launch, within two hours we’d raised
$360,000 and within one month $1.44
million. To date the book has raised over
$2,517,993.24 and sold over 120,000
copies. While some people did pay
$0.05, two different Kiwis held the most
paid for over a year at $5,000, then
another kiwi at $10,000. The highest paid
now stands at $50,000 by an Australian
woman. Chapter One is sold online at
airport bookstores Relay, Watermark and
Newslink in Australia and New Zealand.
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After a remarkable crowd
funding campaign, we set
off on an adventure to
launch New Zealand.
A Kiwi named Ben heard our co-founder
Daniel speak at an event and took a
huge risk leaving the leadership team
of one of New Zealand’s biggest FMCG
companies to become the General
Manager of Thankyou New Zealand.
A Kiwi living in Australia, Estelle joined
the marketing team to help head
up the launch and later married a Kiwi
bringing her home. Elly, another brave
Kiwi walked up to Daniel at an event in
Auckland and gave him a resumé in a
bottle asking for a job.
That led to a volunteer role and now
a role as Thankyou’s Community
Builder. The team was growing,
conversations with retailers were
underway and everything was
going to plan. Until it wasn’t.
The Australian business was growing
rapidly, doubling in a short period of
time. Thankyou launched into the
nappy category to fund safe births
and healthcare for mums and bubs
in need. We quickly gained market
share and were up against intense
competition from the nappy category
market leaders. The personal care
part of the business was growing and

overtook one of the long standing leaders
in the category. While growth was exciting
it was hard to manage as old systems and
processes needed to be quickly updated.
Rapid growth paired with a few hurdles in
the New Zealand launch and we made the
tough call to delay the launch of Thankyou
New Zealand. We released a letter to our
tribe titled ‘Better Before Bigger’ that
summed up the year that was.
Ben started flying over the ditch every
fortnight to help get the foundation of
Thankyou strong. He turned out to be
pretty good and became the Australia
and New Zealand Chief Operating Officer,
responsible for managing the day to day
of the business. Funny story, when his
wife got a medical placement in Rotorua
he was commuting to Melbourne from
Rotorua fortnightly. This meant that every
other week Thankyou Australia was being
managed from his bedroom in Rotorua!
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Thankyou
New Zealand
Launch
With a huge effort from many people Thankyou was strong and
the New Zealand launch was back on. Foodstuffs have always
been keen to partners with us and we’re super pumped they
became our launch partner. After a bit of a rollercoaster journey
we’re also excited to have Countdown on board soon.
Thankyou has been built on challenging the system, but this time
we’ve challenged ourselves. For the New Zealand launch, we were
banking on two big calls….
First big call: not launching Thankyou water. Thankyou (bottled
water) is our most famous product in Australia but we felt that
New Zealand doesn’t need another bottle of water and so we’re
leading with Thankyou personal care (hand wash, body wash,
sanitiser, coffee scrub) with Thankyou baby following and then
Thankyou water will launch…but not as the world knows it. It’s an
innovation we’ve been working on for a while now and we cannot
wait to release it.
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Second big call: No crazy, bold launch. Thankyou is known
for bold launches with epic videos. But instead of Thankyou
launching New Zealand we’ve flipped it on its head and are
asking New Zealand to launch Thankyou.
We gathered 300 key New Zealand supporters who’ve helped
make Thankyou New Zealand a reality. To a passer-by these
gatherings looked like nothing more than people sharing a
meal and some ideas.

But that’s how the greatest
revolutions start.
In that room we handed each person a baton and asked them to
do something with their skill, talent, influence, business or school
to help raise awareness. We then went out to our 3,830 strong
launch team of Kiwis who’ve signed up to help launch Thankyou
New Zealand and asked them to Take Action and then Tell Two.
Take Action: it might be a social media post, sharing Thankyou
with your school or work mates or something really creative to
raise awareness; and then
Tell Two: buy two hand washes and pay it forward to two people
and ask them to do the same.
Why two? Well, it was going to be ‘tell one’ and then a Kiwi mate told
us how one is good, but two changes everything. If one person tells
one person who tells one person and that happens 14 times, 14
people would know about Thankyou. But if one person tells two
people who tell two people who tell two people and that happens
14 times, that’s 16,384 people.
If the 300 people who started this chain of events each tell two,
who tell two, and that happens 14 times, that’s 4.9 million people,
more than the population of New Zealand. We think our Kiwi
mate had a point. Take action and tell two was born.
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Thankyou New
Zealand’s Impact
on Global Poverty
For our first year of operation in New Zealand, we’ll
be accruing profits to fund New Zealand charities
with a local and global focus on water, toilets,
sanitation and maternal and child health solutions,
as well as tackling local poverty. We’re currently
reviewing multiple proposals and partners and will
announce our first New Zealand project partners
over the coming months.

Track Your Impact
We believe in radical transparency. It’s all very well
and good to say 100% of the profit is committed, but
we want to take it a step further to prove not just that
the money goes where it’s supposed to, but so you can
also see the tangible impact it’s making. That’s what
our Track Your Impact technology does. It enables
consumers to see the impact they’re making. Each
Thankyou products has a unique tracker code that
when entered on our website, allows the tracker to
get access to field reports with GPS coordinates of
the solution they helped to fund, and when the project
is complete we’ll send through a final report with all
the details and photo proof.
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Awards
2014

Daniel Flynn was honoured as one of 10 JCI Top
Outstanding Young Persons of the World

2015

Daniel Flynn named EY Entrepreneur of the Year
(Southern Region)

2016

Winner of Anthill’s Coolest Company Award

2017

Daniel Flynn named in Forbes Asia 30 Under 30

Join the movement

www.facebook.com/thankyounz

www.thankyou.co

#thankyouNZ

www.instagram.com/thankyounz

